
Eastern Federation 
of Mineralogical and Lapidary Societies, In�. 

Affiliated with the American Federati-,n ,;f ·Mineralogical Socitie�, Inc. 

To, ALL PRESIDENTS OF EASTERN FEDERATION CLUBS on SOCIETIES 

SUBJECT, DIVISION OF EASTERN FEDERATION 

You may have already received your off1�1al bE!.llot c�lon:-; with printed 
l!IS.tt�r concerning the above from ?resident Fia1:,.k Ma.yo. If not, you 
t::i1uulU so-0�1 b� t5>�tting t-i°lC!:l_v

,,. 

Mr. Mayo points out that, s This 1s your Federatior.! This 1E your De
cision!" Yet, he urges all clubs in the Southeast to " Make a clean 
break and all go together as a solid group to :ma.ke & strong new South
eastern Federation". 

C, 
He also states that, � Elizabeth L'Y,fis, VP of Region VI, reports that 
all 28 clubs of North and South Carolina are ready to vote for a di
vision of EF and join the new Southeastern Federation''. This is not so. 
I can only speak for Area II where I know that NOT ALL clubs are in 
favor of a division; nor would all clubsleave the Eastern Federation 
for a new federation, should there be a division e

Attached 1s a copy of. a report. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE EASTERN 
FEDERATION CONSTITUTION, as presented by Neal Yedlin, Chairman of the 
EFMLS Legal Advisory Committee. 

I woule. urge you to present this report to your membershtp and give it 
careful consider�tion before voting on an issue as important as this on�. 

� ;brt�eJ 
(Mrs.) Kathleen Bolick 
Area II Rep., Region VI 



RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE EASTERN FEDERATION CONSTITUTION 

DEFINITION: A corporation is an organization created by law, to function as 
an individual. It is empowered, usually» by a state, and derives its 
authority from such state, being limited in its oper�tions by its -charter 
and the provisions of its constitution and by-laws. Any right not specif
ically granted is therefore non-existent, and ill acts must come within the 
specific limitations of its authorized�abarter. 

(The Eastern Federation is incorporated in the State of New York and 
therefore derives its authority from this State.) 

A STRICT READING AND INTERPRETATION OF THE CONSTITUTION rs IMPERATIVE. 
Nothing may be inferred, and where specific prohibitions ar� not recorded, it 
may not be concluded that a right may exist to carry out such acts. With 
these facts in mind, let us examine the constitution as it relates to the 
subject under discussion. 

i� SEPARATION AND SrLITTING: No provision ie in�orporated in the 
constitution. 

2. DISSOLUTION: There is no specific provision. for such act. However,
Article II, section II states that in 11 the event of dissolution of
the Federation, all of its assets� properties, and funds should be
turned over to one or more non-profit organizations created for like
or s:i.milar purposes" e.tc.

COMMENT: This article indeed does contemplate such dissolution, 
although the means are not established elsewhere. I feel that 
dissolution might be lawful. However, the article is specific, 
directing that the assets be turned over to non�profit (and tax
free) organizations. This contemplates the pre-existence of such 
body, and the timing is such that the dissolution of the Federation 
prior to the formation of other organizations wQuld fail in its 
purpose, and all a�oets would be lost. 

3. WITHDRAWALS FROM THE FEDERATION: Two methods are provided for in 
the constitution. Under the by-laws Article I, section III, there 
is enabling for such an act. Additionally, section V provides: 
"Any member society that remains inactive for more than a year. 
may be sui:qv�nded 11

• Precisely what "inactive" means he.s not been 
spelled out, but failure to pay annual dues has been considered such 
11 inactiv1-ty. 11 Either of these retirement methods is legal, and will 
accomplish the same results. 

4. AMERICAN FEDERATION: The only reference in the constitution to the
American Federation is contained in Article IV, section V, �hich
refers to dues payments, and Article VIII, sections I, II, and III�
which indicate Eastern Federation Affiliation with the American.
Nowhere is it set forth that the chain of office is contemplated
As a reason for non-separation of the Eastern organization this
argument is capricious, and is not in conformity with the objects
for which the organization was created, as set forth in the
constitution, at Article II.

Thet the American Federation contemplated 6 and not 7 memberships is
of no consequence in the tletermination of the issue before us.



The primary function of the Eastern Federation of Mineralogic�l and 
Lapidary Societies is minerals, educationally, culturally, and, to 
coin a word, lapidarilly. All else is unimportant, except where it 
enhances the understanding of the basic tenet. 

IT IS THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE LEGAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE that two steps might 
he in order to accomplish the enablement of better communications and 
concentrated functional benefits. 

FIRST: The Eastern Federation should retain its present status. As 
suggested by this jear's Long Range Planning Committee, Two sections 
be established i a northern and southern, with an executive director 
heading each, to function separately, under the aegia of the present 
organization. 

This would require constitutional amendments, but would insure 
retention of the presently existing tax-free status, would preserva 
property and assets

t 
and would effectua�e the zouing a2 eugge£ted by 

division proponents. 

SECOND: If not acceptable, those wishing to form a South Eastern 
Federation could withdraw from the Eastern Federation and set up 
their own organization. No special meeting, approvals, or 
constitutional amendments need take place, and the chcice of 
remaining with the Eastern Federation or starting with a new group 
would be left to the individual membership. 

Legal Advisory Committee 
Neal Yedlin J Chairman 
June, 1975 


